Medical oncologists are challenged to personalize medicine with scientific evidence, drug approvals, and treatment guidelines based on sequencing of clinical samples using next generation sequencer (nGS). Knowledge-based curation systems have the potential to help address this challenge. We report here the results of examining the level of evidence regarding treatment approval and clinical trials between recommendations made by Watson for Genomics (WfG), QiAGen clinical insight interpret (Qcii), and oncomine knowledge-based reporter (oKR). the tumor samples obtained from the solid cancer patients between May to June 2018 at Kindai University Hospital. The formalin-fixed paraffinembedded tumor samples (n = 31) were sequenced using Oncomine Comprehensive Assay v3. Variants including copy number alteration and gene fusions identified by the Ion reporter software were used commonly on three curation systems. Curation process of data were provided for 25 solid cancers using three curation systems independently. concordance and distribution of curated evidence levels of variants were analyzed. As a result of sequencing analysis, nonsynonymous mutation (n = 58), gene fusion (n = 2) or copy number variants (n = 12) were detected in 25 cases, and subsequently subjected to knowledge-based curation systems (WfG, oKR, and Qcii). the number of curated information in any systems was 51/72 variants. Concordance of evidence levels was 65.3% between WfG and OKR, 56.9% between WfG and QCII, and 66.7% between OKR and QCII. WfG provided great number of clinical trials for the variants. The annotation of resistance information was also observed. Larger differences were observed in clinical trial matching which could be due to differences in the filtering process among three curation systems. this study demonstrates knowledge-based curation systems (WfG, oKR, and Qcii) could be helpful tool for solid cancer treatment decision making. Difference in non-concordant evidence levels was observed between three curation systems, especially in the information of clinical trials. this point will be improved by standardized filtering procedure and enriched database of clinical trials in Japan.
Results
targeted sequencing and annotation. Tumor tissue samples were obtained from the patients with various types of solid cancers were performed using OCAv3, and annotated treatment information by three knowledge systems (Fig. 1) . The age of enrolled 31 patients (male 16, female 15) was 10-70's. Types of cancer are shown in Table 1 . The samples were obtained before drug therapy except for one case. Tissue specimen of the exceptional case were obtained at progressive disease to molecularly targeted therapy. The most frequent cancer type was lung cancer. All samples were sequenced successfully. The average depth was ranged from 373 to 2206 in 31 cases. Analyses of mutations, fusions, and copy number alterations were performed using the Ion Reporter software 31 archived FFPE specimens from patients enrolled in this study Oncomine comprehensive assay v3: 161 genes Cases with no mutation detected ( Figure 1 . CONSORT diagram for the study. FFPE specimens obtained from 31 solid tumor patients were subjected to Oncomine Comprehensive Assay v3. Data of variant calling as non-synonymous mutations and copy number variants by Ion reporter were filtered out based on following cut off values; quality score >100, germline allele frequency <1% (ExAC, HGVD), variant allele frequency >5%, and copy number gain threshold >1.5 (log2 ratio). Calling data of fusion transcripts were uploaded unfiltered. Variant data of 25 cases in which at least one variant was detected was analyzed by WfG, OKR, and QCII. Cancer type and gender of the patients, in addition to the filtered data, were uploaded to the curation systems.
(ver.5.8). Nonsynonymous variants (n = 58), copy number gain (n = 12), or gene fusions (n = 2) were detected in 25/31 (80.6%) cases. The average number of variants in the 25 cases were 2.8 (1 to 7). The frequently called variants was TP53 mutation which was detected in 12 tumor samples. curated contents by three curation systems. The results were compiled by three knowledge-based report systems. The vcf files of 25 case sequencing data with one or more nonsynonymous variants were curated using WfG, OKR, and QCII. The curated contents of the report were classified; Evidence levels of curated contents of pathogenic (or likely pathogenic) variants were classified as (i) approved for the said cancer type (level I), (ii) approved for other cancer type (level II), (iii) clinical trials (level III), (iv) none ( Supplementary Table 1 ). Regarding clinical trials, WfG, OKR, QCII annotated clinical studies in any countries, Asian countries (Japan, Korea, China, Taiwan, and Singapore), and Japan, respectively. Number of evidence level in three curation systems was counted. Curated contents on variant unknown significance (VUS) and gene alteration designated as benign or likely benign in the report was not counted. WfG annotated therapeutic information in 8/72 (11.1%) as level I, 3/72 (4.2%) as level II, and 31/72 (43.1%) as possible clinical trials ( Fig. 2A ). OKR annotated therapeutic information in 5/72 (6.9%) as level I, 1/72 (1.4%) as level II, and 21/72 (29.2%) as level III as possible clinical trials ( Fig. 2B ). QCII annotated therapeutic information in 11/72 (15.3%) as level I and 8/72 (11.1%) as level III (Fig. 2C) . EGFR mutation and EML4-ALK fusion gene for lung cancer were common variants described in three systems with the same evidence levels (level I). Different evidence level was described in 46/72 variants among three systems (Fig. 2D ). The number of genes described by one system only was 5 for WfG (ATM mutation, CREBBP mutation, TP53 mutation, CCND1 amp, CCNE1 amp), 4 for OKR (SLX4 mutation, FANCl mutation, SETD2 mutation, ERBB3 mutation), and 4 for QCII (BRCA2 mutation, PDGFRA mutation, CDK6 mutation, ESR1 amp). Druggable alterations were annotated in 11 variants by WfG, OKR, and QCII systems. In particular, EGFR ex19 and EML4-ALK fusion transcript were annotated in 4 cases. These gene alterations were recognized as actionable changes for the non-small cell lung cancer and classified as level I in most of the world. Four called variants (4/11, 36.3%) were classified into level I were common in all systems. The remaining 7 variants were classified into different evidence levels between WfG, OKR, and QCII systems. These variants are EGFR and MET copy number gains, and PIK3CA, ERBB2, KRAS and TSC1 non-synonymous mutations. On the other hand, actionable alterations were annotated in 15 variants by any of two systems. Only one variant was classified into class I (1/15, 6.7%) and 25 variants were annotated by only of the systems and were classified into class III. These results suggest that the variants with high evidence levels (level I) were commonly annotated in all curation systems.
We compared all annotated therapeutic information between three knowledge systems for 72 variants in 25 cases. The rate of concordance of annotated information of three systems were 65.3% (κ = 0.33, 95% CI 0.32-0.35) for WfG and OKR, 56.9% (κ = 0.21, 95% CI 0.19-0.22) for WfG and QCII, and 66.7% (κ = 0.24, 95% CI 0.23-0.26) for OKR and QCII ( Table 2) . When focusing on level I and II, the concordance of annotated information of three systems were 87.5% (κ = 0.41, 95% CI 0.37-0.44) for WfG and OKR, 86.1% (κ = 0.46, 95% CI 0.43-0.50) for WfG and QCII, and 93.1% (κ = 0.67, 95% CI 0.62-0.72) for OKR and QCII (Table 3 ). Increased concordance rate was observed in the annotation of higher levels. In other words, the information of clinical trials was varied between three systems.
Difference in curated contents between mutation, copy number alteration, and gene fusion.
To know whether there is difference in curated contents for types of gene alteration, we compared concordance in clinical information levels (informative or non-informative) for mutation or copy number alteration.
Concordance of informative content for non-synonymous variants was 65.5% between WfG and OKR, 58.6% between WfG and QCII, and 69.0% between OKR and QCII. Concordance of informative content for copy number alteration was 58.3% between WfG and OKR, 41.7% between WfG and QCII, and 50.0% between OKR and www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ QCII. Rate of informative information seems to be higher in non-synonymous variants than copy number alteration. However, there is no significant difference in three systems (data not shown). curated contents of resistance information. Resistance information was defined in OKR and QCII but not WfG. In 30 out of 31 cases, the details from curated data indicated intrinsic (not acquired) resistance. In one case (S02), tumor specimens were obtained after disease progression on an ALK tyrosine kinase inhibitor. EGFR mutation, KRAS mutation, and EML4-ALK in lung cancer case were commonly annotated resistance information by OKR and QCII. KRAS mutation in endometrial cancer and NF1 mutation in lung cancer case were annotated resistance information only in the OKR system. KIT amp, EGFR amp, MET amp and ALK mutation in lung cancer, and CCNE1 amp in breast cancer were curated as resistant information only in the QCII. The rate of concordance of curated resistance information between OKR and QCII were 90.3% (κ = 0.58, 95% CI 0.54-0.62) ( Table 4 ).
Discussion
In this study, we compared different clinically reporting methods using data obtained in real world clinical practice. The panel was used consisted of 161 genes selected to provide a "comprehensive" overview of data across different solid cancers. Variant data from non-synonymous mutations, copy number gains, and fusion transcripts called by Ion Reporter proceeded through a filtering process in which the final number of called variants per patient passed through and were processed by three state of the art knowledge-based curation systems. From this, actionable information, including clinical trial information was harvested and compared between three curation systems. It is clinically important evidence that clinically relevant variants (level I etc.) was detected uniformly by three curators (so it is safe, it is not missing). On the other hand, the overall concordance of evidence levels of three curation systems are relatively low (56.9%~66.7%), although lack of concordance does not necessarily provide evidence regarding which is 'correct' in its recommendation. There is no 'gold standard' beyond expert panel. In addition, there was no significant difference for clinical information rate between non-synonymous variants and copy number alteration. We did not calculate it for gene fusions, because number of gene fusion was small. Recently, the highly concordance between in house report and Watson for Oncology for breast cancer patients 10 . It will be necessary to assess concordance of curation contents between in house expert panel and curation systems in the next study.
WfG reported the evidence levels of the greater numbers of the variants 7, 11 . In the curation process to inform the clinical trials, WfG and QCII used the global database. WfG was reported clinical trials without limiting the regions. QCII filtered the data to be limited to the Asian region. OKR used Asian database. WfG presented many US clinical trials (Fig. 1) . The discrepancy between three systems is likely to be due to difference in the filtering www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ procedure of regional clinical trials. In fact, when excluding the data of clinical trials (level III), they showed higher concordance rate (86.1%~93.1% for levels I and II) in three systems. It is necessary to discuss with physicians in Asian countries including Japan whether it is necessary to inform clinical trials in US and European regions. The template of OKR can be created in several languages including Japanese, Chinese, and Korean. This approach is convenience for physicians in Asian. It can be also considered to create the reports in the Asian languages in other systems.
Although the sample of this study is small, it is still adequate since purpose of this study was not to analyze statistically significant of the differences between the panels, but rather it aimed to compare the implementation of different clinically reporting methods using data obtained in real world clinical practice. In addition, actionable information, including clinical trial information, was compared between three curation systems. Actionable information for one or several variants was provided for each case and only limited information was available for use for comparative analysis. Thus for the purpose of comparing the output results of annotated alterations with regards to therapeutic indication, based on evidence level, and clinical trial matching, we considered the sample size to be adequate. Information management challenges in cancer care are occurring in a practice environment where there is little time available for tracking and accessing relevant information at the point of care 12, 13 . For example, a study that surveyed 1,117 oncologists reported that on average 4.6 h per week were spent keeping current in the field; while 53 h per week were spent on patient care and administrative tasks 14 . The situation is same in Japan. Importantly, it took ten minutes or shorter to complete the curation from uploading the vcf files to getting the report using any curation system. next-generation sequencing. Tumor DNA and RNA were subjected to analysis with Oncomine Comprehensive assay v3 (OCAv3) for detection of mutations, copy number gain, and gene fusions. For DNA library preparation, tumor DNA (20 ng) was subjected to multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification with the use of an Ion AmpliSeq Library Kit 2.0 and DNA OCAv3 (all from Thermo Fisher Scientific). The PCR products were ligated to Ion Xpress Barcode Adapters (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and purified with the use of Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA). The purified libraries were pooled and then sequenced with an Ion Torrent Proton instrument, Ion PI Hi-Q Chef Kit, and Ion PI v3 Chip (all from Thermo Fisher Scientific). DNA sequencing data was accessed through the Torrent Suite ver.5.8 program (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Reads were aligned with the hg19 human reference genome, and potential mutations and copy number alteration were called with the use of Ion Reporter ™ Software ver.5.8. Raw variant calls were filtered with quality score of <100, and were manually checked using the integrative genomics viewer (IGV; Broad Institute, Cambridge, MA). Germline mutations were excluded with the use of the Human Genetic Variation Database (http://www.genome.med.kyoto-u.ac.jp/SnpDB) 15 and Exome Aggregation Consortium database (http://exac. broadinstitute.org/). For RNA library preparation, tumor RNA (20 ng) was subjected to reverse transcription with the use of a SuperScript IV VILO Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) followed by library generation with the use of an Ion AmpliSeq Library Kit 2.0 and RNA OCAv3 (all from Thermo Fisher Scientific). The PCR products were ligated to Ion Xpress Barcode Adapters (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and purified with the use of Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA). The purified libraries were pooled and then sequenced with an Ion Torrent Proton instrument, Ion PI Hi-Q Chef Kit, and Ion PI v3 Chip (all from Thermo Fisher Scientific). RNA sequencing data were accessed through the Torrent Suite ver.5.8 program (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Reads were aligned with the hg19 human reference genome, and potential fusions were analyzed with the use of Ion Reporter ™ Software ver.5.8.
Methods
Watson for genomics. The following information was uploaded to Watson for Genomics (WfG): cancer type, a list of variants as a variant calling file, copy number alterations as linear copy-number values file, and fusion status as gene name (Supplementary Table 2 ). After the above information was uploaded, the WfG returns detailed annotation of 1) mutation profile (benign, likely benign, likely pathogenic, pathogenic, and variant of unknown significance, VUS) and 2) drug (evidence level, approval status in U.S. Food and Drug Administration, clinical trials, potential therapeutic options, and literature). Benign and likely benign variants were removed from the report ( Supplementary Table 3 ). A report was generated by WfG showing the variants alongside potential targeted drugs. An example of the interface is shown in supplemental data. Software version was V38.159 (01-JUN-2018) and V39.135 (20-JUL-2018) in this study. oncomine knowledgebase reporter. The vcf files generated by Ion Reporter ™ Software with the information of cancer type was uploaded to Oncomine Knowledgebase Reporter (OKR) (Supplementary Table 2 ).
